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Welcome to GRAITEC PowerPack for Advance Steel 2022.1
GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of Advance PowerPack for Advance Steel 2022.1, part of
the Graitec Advance Suite.

Compliancy with Autodesk Advance Steel 2022
The Advance PowerPack for Advance Steel 2022.1 is compliant with Autodesk Advance Steel 2021 and 2022
versions.
The PowerPack for Advance Steel 2022.1 can be installed using two setups:
A. Setup PowerPack 2022.1 for Advance Steel
B. GRAITEC Advance Setup - installs the complete version 2022.1 of Graitec software.
Option A will install version 2022.1 of the PowerPack on Advance Steel 2021 and 2022 if the latest are installed.
Option B will install version 2022.1 of the PowerPack only on Advance Steel 2022 if the latest is installed.
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Novelties and Improvements - General
In the new version of PowerPack for Advance Steel, we focused and continued to work on subjects that will
improve the BIM workflow between Advance Design and Advance Steel, but also to improve different
mechanisms.

New Properties available in GTCX
New material properties are available in the GTCX, starting with version 2022.1. This means that those properties
can be transferred between applications.
The new material properties are:
- Yield strength (Fy)
- Ultimate tensile strength (Fu)
- Elasticity (E)
- Density (D)

Constraco profiles in AstorProfiles.mdb and a small correction
The Galver tables from Constraco Poland have been added also in the AstorProfiles.mdb.
Having those profiles in this database makes them available also in Advance Design, assuring a better transfer
of information between Advance Steel and Advance Design.

Also, an improvement has been done to existing Z profiles from Constraco by adding missing values which are
correcting the alignment of the web Z profiles.
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GTCX improvements
The GTCX is improving with each version of the Graitec Advance suite. In 2022.1 we have worked on the following
aspects of the mechanism:

Import for concrete elements
If until version 2022 only the R, C, and D concrete cross-sections were recognized, from 2022.1 we have added
more cross-section types, like I, L, T, and U, for concrete columns and beams.

Transfer between Advance Design and Advance Steel
With each version, we are improving the transfer between Advance Steel and Advance Design via GTCX.
For this version, we have focused on the concrete elements which are part of the underground structure of a
building, and sometimes in the top part of the building, even if we have a general steel structure.
Besides the new cross-section types, the slab eccentricity declared in Advance Design is now transferred in
Advance Steel via GTCX.

Alignment of elements at synchronization
The element's position, set by the user in the model, is now kept via the synchronization mechanism.
This improvement helps the user save time in transferring the information from one software to another, without
being necessary to correct any misalignment of the elements in the structure.

Platform cover – load library mechanism
As we know, the platform cover connection has a library tab where users can save the different configurations for
later use.
When the user is applying a configuration from the library, the existing configuration from the model is replaced
or changed with the new values. Sometimes the load library content mechanism can have some glitches and the
parameters are not well replaced, causing malfunction of the connection.
With this version, the load library content mechanism of the platform cover connection has been corrected, which
means that when a saved configuration of the joint is loaded from the library, all the parameters are applied
correctly, and the previous configuration is removed, allowing the connection to function at the right parameters.

Checking license mechanism
The checking license mechanism of PowerPack for Advance Steel has been changed and improved to avoid the
Advance Steel platform moving slowly due to the feature verification process, a process done while verifying the
validity of the license.
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Stairs Improvements
Straight Stairs
For version 2022.1, our focus was to improve some areas in the straight stair macro. The areas targeted for this
version are the automatic calculation, stringer, treads special parts.

Automatic calculation
The automatic calculation of treads with rise and going mechanism has been reviewed to correct wrong behavior
when the stringer settings were changed. Also, the values calculated automatically are no longer changing when
cycling through the macro tabs.

Stringer
Several areas of the stringer configuration were reviewed.
The revision has corrected the weld properties set by the user in the macro to be transferred in the Advance Steel
weld object.

Treads
The lateral grating tread connection has been corrected to have the vertical plates to the grating face.

The stairs with 2 treads are improved and no longer cause a system hang.
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Special Parts
The special parts behavior, used in the stairs for treads, has been reviewed in some areas, like positioning the
selected special part and connection between tread and stringer.
Therefore, when a stair is built with special parts treads, the weld between the tread and stringer is no longer
added.

Balanced Stairs
For balanced stairs, we have worked and improved the reported issues related to the stringer.
Therefore, the stringer is positioned correctly when the tread type is changed and when 3 flights balanced stair is
created.
Another correction is related to the behavior of the runline. In other words, all the stair flights are recalculated if
the user changes the position of the runline.
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Railings – Novelties & Improvements
For version 2022.1 of the railing macros, we have added two new options and we have made improvements in
several areas. The new improvements offer multiple possibilities to control the connection between the elements
of the railing.

Caps for Grabrail
From version 2022.1, the user can add caps for the Grabrails as well.
A new option has been added in the Handrails > Caps tab, which allows the user to create caps at the start and
at the end of the Grabrail.

As for all the other handrails, the caps for the grabrail can be plates or special parts.
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Wall-mounted rail with rectangular section
Starting with version 2022.1, at users’ request, the wall-mounted handrail will allow rectangular and square hollow
sections by default.

The section types are directly available in the Section properties – Profile, under the Handrails – General tab.
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Post positioning “by total length” saved in the library
Most of the connections and macros from PowerPack have the library mechanism implemented. The same applies
for the Railing macro. Until the 2022.1 version, only certain parameters were saved in the library and the post
positioning parameters were not included.
From version 2022.1, the post positioning “by total length” is saved in the library, offering the user more speed in
configuring a railing.
In other words, the distribution of the posts done “by total length”, including the start offset /end offset/ spacing/
etc., is saved in the libraries entries and applied when loaded.

Improved “by segments” mechanism for post positioning
Related to the post positioning “by segments”, we have worked to improve the macro's behavior and how the
number of posts per segment is calculated.
From the 2022.1 version, for 2 consecutive segments with S1 end offset = 0 and S2 start offset = 0, the common
post will be numbered twice (it will be taken into consideration on both segments), but the total number of posts
will always be the correct total number of posts in the railing.
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The behavior for segments with no posts, or only one post was also improved.

Independent WCS position for Ball post
In version 2022 of the PowerPack, the Ball post railing was UCS dependent due to some changes made in the
Advance Steel 2022 platform. The special part blocks created by the macro depended on the current UCS,
therefore the railing was not created correctly if the UCS was not set to WCS (0,0,0).
For version 2022.1 of the PowerPack, we have adapted the special parts blocks from the Ball Post railing to no
longer be UCS dependent and allow the macro to work in the right parameters.

Split mechanism improvements
The split mechanism, one of the most important mechanisms, is available for all the railings we have in the
PowerPack: standard, double, wall, key clamps, ball post rail. This mechanism is improved with every version, by
introducing new options or fixing the split issues.
For version 2022.1 we have done some bug fixing with impact on the following areas of the mechanism:
•
•
•
•

Split by post option for top and middle handrail
Key Clamps – split by maximum distance
Split railing with different ending types
The middle handrail split option for Ball post, double, and Key Clamps rail was checked and reviewed to
assure a correct functionality

The Gap for the split option for the ball post, key clamps, and the double post has been checked and reviewed to
assure correct functionality.
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Infill and panel creation
The railing can have variable and multiple configurations. In the PowerPack for Advance Steel, with each version,
we try to cover as many configurations as possible.
For 2022.1 we have focused to improve the infill mechanism and the way panels are cut. Here are some of the
subjects we addressed in this update:
•

Improved panel creation on areas with swan necks

•

When pickets are created, the offsets at railing start/end now take into consideration the Aligned option
for sloped segments
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•

The infill picket will now extend down to meet the new position of the bottom rail when a negative value
offset is entered for the railing ending

•

Improvement on the cut mechanism for pickets on the sloped area of a railing

Improvements for nosing point mechanism
For a rail with several segments, sloped + straight, the top handrail needs to have the same height measured
from the nosing line, not from the input line.
To achieve this, the distance from the nosing point to the input line should be measured as an offset
(perpendicularly), not as a vertical distance.
Therefore, starting with version 2022.1 we have made improvements on the nosing mechanism to take into
consideration the offset value and not the vertical one.
As in the picture below, the top rail has the same height measured from the nosing line, no matter the segment
type, straight or sloped.
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